SAGA: A standardized access layer to heterogeneous Distributed Computing Infrastructure
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Abstract

Distributed Computing Infrastructure is characterized by interfaces that are heterogeneous—syntactically and semantically. SAGA represents the most comprehensive community effort to date to address the heterogeneity by defining a simple, uniform access layer. In this paper, we describe the basic concepts underpinning its design and development. We also discuss RADICAL-SAGA which is the most widely used implementation of SAGA.
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1. Introduction

High-Performance Distributed Computing Infrastructure (DCI) is an important enabler of science and engineering applications. A fundamental technical challenge towards a comprehensive, balanced and flexible DCI is the requirement to support a broad range of application scenarios and modalities on a range of platforms with varying performance. Middleware services and tools have to be designed to support a wide-range of access and usage modalities over a shared set of resources. In turn, the choice of middleware services and tools are thus an important determinant of how these infrastructures will be utilized.

In spite of the impressive scientific advances in DCI capabilities, (the Higgs-discovery being a prominent example), the usage modes of DCI have not evolved significantly. As demonstrated by D. Katz et al. [1], the usage modes of applications leveraging the TeraGrid (in its final year, before transitioning to XSEDE) are narrow, and in many cases limited to single localized resources.

There are several contributing factors. One primary factor is heterogeneity: heterogeneity of interfaces (syntactical) and capabilities (semantic) is a fundamental attribute of DCI. Heterogeneity arises at multiple levels from the need to support diverse application requirements and usage scenarios over a shared set of resources which is after all the raison d'être of DCI.
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Another contributing factor to the problem of DCI complexity and limited “novel usage” is the fundamental issue that individual systems that constitute DCI retain a static model of resource utilization. This is evidenced by the fact that supercomputing centers have their user and runtime environments tuned to support mostly single-job oriented workloads, and thus still present a batch-queue, job-centric and static perspective of resources. The requirements and world view of applications however, have changed significantly [2–4], e.g., applications comprising multiple simulations such as those composed of a set of ensemble-members [1] and variants thereof such as multiple replica-based [5], now account for a non-negligible fraction of demand.

The economics and sociological factors that determine the success or uptake of middleware services and tools is complex. Although it is not possible to discuss or analyze the full complexity of this ecosystem, we point to a specific and salient feature: the need for a sustainable ecosystem of tools and services which balances the creativity of “a thousand flowers bloom” approach, with the reality of the cost of maintaining a diverse and large suite of tools that address partially overlapping and similar needs.

This is a starting motivation for RADICAL Cybertools [6] which provide hitherto missing capabilities to address the aforementioned three fundamental requirements: (i) a mechanism to manage the heterogeneity inherent in DCI, whilst retaining the flexibility to exploit it for customized solutions necessary for performance at extreme-scales; (ii) flexible resource management techniques as required by current and future generation of applications, and (iii) lightweight, semantically tight and functionally well-defined building blocks, which in turn are extensible and can be interfaced with other building blocks and thus upon which a sustainable ecosystem of services and tools can be built.

RADICAL Cybertools are an integrated, abstractions-based suite of well-defined capabilities that are architected for scalable, interoperable and sustainable support of science on a range of HPDC systems. It currently consists of two components: (i) RADICAL-SAGA [7]: a lightweight interface that provides standards-based interoperable capabilities to the most commonly used functionalities required to develop distributed applications, tools and services, and (ii) RADICAL-Pilot [8]: a scalable and flexible system that supports application-level resource management. In this paper, we focus on the first requirement (to manage heterogeneity) that is provided as an implementation of the ‘Simple API for Grid Applications’ (SAGA), referred to as RADICAL-SAGA.

2. SAGA API specification: motivation, scope and design

DCIs typically need to serve a considerably large, and importantly diverse, set of user communities, usage modes and application characteristics. Heterogeneity at the hardware resource layer, is also a reflection of the large set of resource providers with a diverse set of objectives. Collectively, this diversity imposes a large number of functional requirements on the DCI, which evolve over time and translate to a large number of (sometimes contradictory) design constraints. That makes defining a simple DCI software stack very challenging. Thus to engineer distributed computing systems effectively, we need abstractions that provide conceptual simplicity whilst needing abstractions to manage complexity inherent in distributed systems.

A well-defined, stable general purpose API is one critical element of the solution, as it exposes the basic distributed capabilities as an uniform access layer to the infrastructure layer as well as a building block for higher-level applications, capabilities and tools. We define an Access Layer as a software layer which provides abstractions to a (sub)set of capabilities of lower layers. In the given context, a DCI access layer provides uniform access to heterogeneous DCI.

The objective of the Simple API for Grid Applications (SAGA) is to provide this missing critical component in the distributed cyberinfrastructure ecosystem. While the API’s name suggests its strong ties to Grid based DCIs, it is in fact a general purpose API for distributed resources—which is historically rooted in the Grid community. SAGA provides a level of semantic harmonization, hides resource access and usage complexity, supplements the incompleteness and lack-of-extensibility of DCI layers whilst promoting interoperability as first-class design objective for applications and tools.

2.1. Design of the SAGA API

There have been several earlier attempts to address the problem of heterogeneity using suitable access layers. The most notable of these are the Globus project (Globus API [9], CoG [10]), the RealityGrid [11] project and the Grid Application Toolkit (GAT) [12]. Extending the collective experiences from these projects with a number of use cases collected from end users, SAGA has the following design objectives:

- **Manage system heterogeneity**: usable on a wide variety of DCIs; handle the underlying system heterogeneity via a small but well-defined semantic scope and mandatory semantics.
- **Ease of use**: provide consistent and intuitive abstractions; build upon existing standards and best practices; support established best-practices.
- **Support common usage patterns**: “make commonly used functionality simple”; use-case driven design and scope; balance higher level abstractions versus semantic expressiveness; recognizable and intuitive abstractions and patterns.

Towards those design objectives, SAGA maintains POSIX and Unix shell semantics where appropriate, and builds upon other standards and implementations where possible, for example, SAGA employs commonly known abstractions (such as file systems, data streams, jobs). The API layout is oriented on other well-known APIs and standards, such as POSIX [13], Java CoG [10], GAT [12], GridRPC [14], DRMAA [15,16], JSDL [17] and others.
Table 1
The scope of the capability SAGA API as defined in the SAGA Core API specification [20], and in the current set of specifications of API extension packages [21–24].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API package</th>
<th>Scope (approximate)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saga core API</td>
<td>job description, create, suspend/resume, state, cancel, inspection, stage-in/out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namespace</td>
<td>open, close, create, copy, move, delete, find</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Files</td>
<td>stat, read, write, seek, scattered I/O, pattern based I/O, extended I/O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replicas</td>
<td>list/add/remove/update/location, replicate, annotate, find</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream</td>
<td>serve, connect, close, read, write, wait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPC</td>
<td>open, call, in/out/inout parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saga API extensions</td>
<td>discover, describe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service discovery</td>
<td>search, describe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information service</td>
<td>navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverts</td>
<td>create, delete, annotate, find, attach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messages</td>
<td>publish/subscribe, multicast, (un)reliable, (un)ordered, send, test, recv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource</td>
<td>acquire, release, inspect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Semantic scope of the SAGA API

The capability scope of the SAGA API (Table 1) was derived from a set of use cases [18,19], and thus defined by the set of operations considered essential for the requirements of and beneficial to the development of typical distributed applications and tools [18,19]. That scope includes most prominently job and data management (the latter both as physical and logical data), and further covers resource information queries and communication abstractions, both essential to the programming of applications for heterogeneous DCIs. Table 1 documents the API scope by listing API packages and exemplary method names.

Applications outside the set of considered use cases may require (slightly or significantly) different functionality. The scope of the API was thus widened in an attempt to provide coverage beyond the scope of considered use cases. For most parts, that approach worked reasonably well, but it also led to some pollution of the API with semantics which has been rarely used, and/or has been difficult to implement. We nevertheless feel that this approach added to the stability of the API—only on very rare occasions, the semantic scope has shown to be limiting the applicability of the API.

To accommodate new use cases with significantly different semantic requirements, SAGA was designed to be extensible using new capability packages which were defined on top of existing packages. That mechanism has been used, for example, to add messaging capabilities to the API scope, and the ability to interact with information services.

2.3. SAGA look-&-feel

Orthogonal to the capability packages, the SAGA API specification addresses general programming concerns across all packages which provides a common look-&-feel to the capability packages for both current and future API extensions. This covers:

- asynchronous operations and events,
- multithreading and concurrent execution,
- caching (or latency hiding in general),
- auditing, logging and inspection.

As an example, the code in Listing 1 shows how asynchronous operation is rendered in SAGA (Python), a mechanism that applies to all API calls of the SAGA API. Table 2 lists some of these orthogonal API elements. The next section describes the parts of the SAGA API specification implemented in RADICAL-SAGA, and how the API semantics is mapped to the various distributed infrastructures and services.

2.4. SAGA standardization and impact

The SAGA API and its extensions have been published as a set of standard specifications in the Open Grid Forum (OGF) [18–20,25,21,22,24,23]. Several independent implementations exist, in Java [26], C++ [27], and Python [28].

SAGA is being used by projects which have to routinely implement and execute applications on heterogeneous resources. While alternative approaches exist (such as VINE [29], GAT [30], COG [31], and many projects which provide similar concepts in a point-wise manner [32]), the use of a standardized API promises to be less brittle, and to be more resilient to churn in both the resource layer and in the application and tool development itself. To cite one representative example, KEK researchers use SAGA as an abstraction layer for data access and management [33], and for application execution [34,35], on the heterogeneous NAREGI DCI [36]. KEK researchers have contributed to both the specification of SAGA, and to the implementation of SAGA.

3. RADICAL-SAGA as SAGA implementation

3.1. Implementation architecture

Managing backend heterogeneity, hiding system complexities, providing common patterns and simple, high-level abstractions, are the dominating objectives for RADICAL-SAGA. From an architecture perspective, there exist established design patterns to serve those objectives: providing one interface over
Another pre-existing interface is supported by the *Facade* pattern; providing an interface over multiple backend implementations is supported by the *Adaptor* pattern.

The high-level RADICAL-SAGA architecture is shown in Fig. 1—any architecture which conforms to both patterns will essentially be similarly structured, and it is indeed the basic architecture that all SAGA implementations follow. Beyond the assumption that SAGA is a *client side* API, neither the SAGA API structure nor any other part of the API specification prescribes nor implicitly suggests a specific architecture for its implementations.

### 3.2. Implementation properties

RADICAL-SAGA implements adaptors at the granularity of SAGA packages. The adaptor interface mirrors the SAGA package API, which makes the implementation of adaptors conceptually very simple. Those principles are followed for the SAGA Core API packages, as well as for API extension packages.

Available adaptors are *registered* via a static registry. Users can enable and disable adaptors via config files at runtime. Adaptor *selection* is performed dynamically, based on properties of the SAGA API objects (such as file or service URLs, communication protocols etc.). Adaptor instances are *bound* to individual API object instances, for the life time of those objects (object level binding). Other SAGA implementations use method level binding, which increases adaptor invocation flexibility, at the price of much higher implementation complexity (object state management cannot be localized to the adaptor layer).

The object level binding also motivates the package level granularity: adaptors usually cover the functionality of all API objects from a specific API package. Adaptor invocation is performed on a per-method basis, with dynamic call forwarding by the RADICAL-SAGA *saga.engine*. The engine also performs basic parameter checks, transparently translates synchronous to/from asynchronous calls, manages bulk operations, manages security credentials and configurations, etc. The engine is that part of RADICAL-SAGA which contains most of the semantic complexity of the “property” part of the SAGA API. Some code elements which are shared between different sets of adaptors are organized into a `radical.saga.utils` module, such as the management and sharing of secure con-
The facade/adaptor approach implies a certain call stack overhead due to dynamic adaptor selection. The overhead is negligible compared to the normal call stack, and irrelevant in DCI environments. Other performance metrics are rate of operations (per second), and scaling with the number of sequential and concurrent operations. All those were found to be either dominated by (unavoidable) network latencies, bound by system limits, or to behave reasonably for the set of target use cases. Selected performance and scalability metrics and measurements for RADICAL-SAGA are discussed in [37].

The adaptors available in RADICAL-SAGA cover a wide range of back-ends; the set is being constantly extending based on internal and external user requirements i.e., adaptor development by request. Table 3 provides an overview of currently supported backends, and also lists the supported set of orthogonal API properties (covering all defined by GFD.90 with exception of the Permission interface). The mailing list [38] is used for exchanges between developers.

The SAGA community consists of a global set of developers and users; sometimes the distinction between developers and users is blurred. A quick survey of the contributors to the project shows contributions from Asia (Japan, Korea), US, UK and Europe. RADICAL-SAGA is currently used by a wide range of projects ranging from tool developers to individual users. Illustrative but not exhaustive examples include the PANDA group (ATLAS project) [39], Gateways projects [40–42], as well as multiple Bioinformatics projects [43,44]. A combination of standards-based, open source and distributed development, supported by multiple independent contributors, has contributed to the sustainability of RADICAL-SAGA.
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Appendix

Quick installation

```
$ virtualenv ve
$ source ve/bin/activate
(ve) $ pip install saga-python
(ve) $ sagemodule--version
0.25
```

Listing 2: SAGA-Python installation steps
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